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POLYURETHANE MACHINERY CORPORATION (PMC)

On the Road with PMC
Redefining the way equipment is
demonstrated.
LAKEWOOD, NJ – April 20, 2016 – Polyurethane Machinery Corporation (PMC) has redefined
demonstration with its unique Mobile Equipment Showroom. Outfitted with the capability to swap
proportioners with ease and housed with enough power and air supply to run every product PMC
produces, the Mobile Equipment Showroom has generous functional features including a large
workbench, a spacious toolbox, extensive cabinetry, an A/C heating unit and drum heaters. A special
unique feature of the Showroom is a mobile spray booth which utilizes an enclosure that enables
customers to feel the spray gun and observe the spray pattern while watching the machine run. With
safety always a top priority at PMC, full-face respirators and an OSHA-approved portable eyewash
station are always included onboard. This Mobile Equipment Showroom effectively displays the
equipment and stands as an example of what a properly outfitted mobile spray foam rig should look
like out in the field.
Recently, the PMC team took the Showroom on the road to Orlando, Florida for the 2016 SPFA
Convention. Once they arrived, they set up camp for an unprecedented and successful training base for
all of the convention’s attendees and for those signed up for the Spray Foam Alliance Professional
Certification Program (SPFA PCP). The SPFA PCP is an internationally recognized, only-one-of-its-kind
program built for those involved in the installation of spray polyurethane foam. Covering roofing and
insulation applications, the program advocates industry best practices and safety.
Visitors began arriving immediately, showing a tremendous interest in the Mobile Equipment
Showroom. The rig received many accolades for its professional presentation and appearance. Its
rugged construction and user-friendly equipment were very well received by everyone.
Visitors were also welcomed with the unveiling of PMC’s newest product introductions as well as
receiving completion of certified training courses.
Continuing its commitment to meet with customers face-to-face, PMC is hitting the road again. Next
stop - Georgia! The company hosted an open house for local distributors on April 18th at Prime Resins
and we have a few openings for the balance of this month. The spring schedule is filling up, and more
training sessions are being scheduled across the country. We look forward to bringing our Mobile
Equipment Showroom to your location for a first-hand up close look at the quality PMC plural
component equipment.

###

To schedule the PMC mobile rig for a visit at your nearest distributor location or on the job-site, please
contact Craig Griffin or just complete the form on our website - http://polymac-usa.com/mobileequipment-showroom/
Polyurethane Machinery Corporation (PMC) manufactures equipment and accessories for use in the urethane
industry. At PMC, the service does not stop with the sale. PMC provides its customers with outstanding sales and
technical service through a worldwide network of distributors.
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